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I. INTRODUCTION

A. General Remarks About Classification

It has been suggested that classification, or the sorting of things, must be a
primitive activity inasmuch as it appears to be a necessary prerequisite for the
development of languages -- words are sounds that help in the recognition and
discourse of different types of events, ideas and objects (Everitt, 1980).
One can in fact argue that the ability to classify came along with the visual
power to distinguish between objects, as when prehistoric man piled stones by
size or color. Today, precious trinkets, like pearls, are still sorted out
visually by size, luster and color, or are rolled on a glass surface to pick out
the perfectly round ones that travel on a straight line.

Classification adds to, and helps to systematize, knowledge. This is best
illustrated by the elaborate systems of classifying plants developed by the
Swedish and English naturalists Linnaeus and Lindley in the 18th and 19th
centuries, respectively. These systems, however, were more art than science in
that they were based on keen, but nevertheless subjective, observations of
differences in variables or characteristics taken singly at a time. The advent
of electronic computers in the present century fostered the development of more
objective methods of numerical taxonomy (Sokal and Sneath, 1963), whereby plants
are classified on the basis of the outcomes of mathematical clustering
algorithms applied- to a multidimensional set of quantitative variables. Similar
problems in the natural sciences led to the development of other mathematical-
statistical methods of classification which, as is usually the case, quickly
found applications in the social and management sciences.

B. Types of Classification Methods

Classification methods fall into two broad types depending on how the problem at
hand is specified. Those that assign previously unclassified observations in
some optimum fashion to completely prespecified groups are called assignment or
identification methods. The classic example is R. A. Fisher's discriminant
function analysis (1936) whereby a new observation is classified as belonging to
one of a finite number of known populations.          On the other hand, the
term clustering or cluster analysis is used to describe methods that divide
observations into groups such that units within groups are more similar in some
sense than those across groups, and where the parameters or properties of the
resulting groups are not known a priori but are determined from the observations
themselves. Oftentimes the number of groups is also unspecified beforehand and
deciding on it is a central part of the problem.

Cluster analysis tends to be more applicable than identification methods to the
kind of problems that arise in the social and management sciences. A typical
situation would be where o variables (e.g. social indicators) are measured from
each of N units (e.g..countries) and the object is to find k < N meaningful
partitions such that each partition consists of countries with more or less
similar stages of  social development. The raw data to work with is the (N x p)
matrix of social indicators, X. Cluster analysis begins by choosing an objective
function, D(x), whose optimization is the basis for the selection  of the k
clusters. D(x) in most cases is a transformation of K into a matrix of inter-
unit or inter-cluster distance measures. Sometimes k is set in advance, but
often its determination is part of the problem, and this, in addition to the



choice of D(x), is where some subjective judgment enters into an otherwise
purely mathematical procedure.

The differences among the available clustering methods are on the choice
of D(x) and on whether the clustering will proceed agglomeratively or
divisively. Agglomerative methods start with k=N, then k is reduced successively
by one by fusing at each step the two closest clusters. Divisive methods take
the opposite route, splitting the N units first into 2, then 3, and so on to
more clusters. A comprehensive review of the available clustering algorithms is
given by Cormack (1971), while Everitt (1980) provides a good introduction to
the more useful ones.

C. Classification Through Visual Representation of Multivariate Observations

The eyes and mind integrate visual messages quickly and often effectively,
though in a still largely unknown and certainly unquantified way. Thus we grow
up looking at people's faces and we can recognize one from another (except
identical twins) without consciously comparing their individual features.
This very fact inspired the statistician Chernoff (1973) to use a face to
represent a point in p-dimensional space, by making a one-to-one assignment
among the p coordinates or variables and an equal number of facial features,
viz., nose length, mouth curvature, eye slant, etc. The features are drawn
according to the values of the variables (suitably transformed) so that one p-
dimensional observation corresponds with one computer-crafted face. Chernoff's
original program could accommodate a maximum of 18 variables; later versions
(see e.g. Bruckner, 1978) have two additional features, viz., nose width and
ears, as shown in Figure I.I.

Chernoff's faces are finding wide acceptance as an economical way of
encoding a multivariate observation into one visual display. They have been used
for clustering and for detecting, monitoring and communicating changes in
complex phenomena.

In the 1970's there started in statistics a movement away from too much
mathemat4-zation and reliance on models and formal confirmatory inference
procedures, towards what is sometimes referred to as







D. Objectives and Scope of the Study

The paper considers the problem of classifying the ADB's developing member
countries (DMCS) on the basis of 11 indicators of social and economic
development. Both mathematical and graphical methods are tried. The study also
explores the possible use of the same methods in monitoring and detecting the
pace of socioeconomic development in individual countries as well as in
comparison among countries. Thus the analysis covers two time periods of
measurement of the indicators, viz., 1970 and 1980.

As a background to the problem and to stress its importance, the next
chapter presents actual country classification problems and the methods used in
resolving them by multinational aid and commercial lending agencies.    Chapter
III discusses the manner in which the 11 indicators were chosen from a much
bigger set of social and economic development indicators.

Chapter IV contains the results of applying formal cluster analysis on the
subject countries. These are compared, or more precisely cross-checked, with the
results of another mathematical technique - principal components analysis.
Finally, Chapter V deals with the same problem of classification of   countries
and characterization of their socioeconomic development through graphical
display of the 11 indicators. The multivariate graphic representations used are
starcharts and Chernoff's faces.

II. SOME EXAMPLES OF COUNTRY CLASSIFICATIONS USED BY MULTILATERAL AID AND
COMMERCIAL LENDING AGENGIES

A. Introduction

Multivariate statistical classification techniques have more than proved
themselves with the variety of problems in which they are being used.  Beginning
with R. A. Fisher's identification of bones from some archeological dig and his
now much cited taxonomic problem of identifying 3 varieties of Iris based on 4
variables measured on the flowers (1936), applications have ranged far and wide,
e.g. geological data (Chernoff, 1973); Soviet policy in Sub-Saharau Africa (Wang
and Lake, 1978); psychiatric classification and diagnosis (C. R. Rao and Slater,
1949; Mezzich and Worthington, 1978); quality, of life in American cities
(McDonald and Ayers, 1978).

At the ADB, World Bank and similar international financial institutions,
there is a constant need to classify and reclassify countries for operational
purposes, e.g. which countries to lend to during the year, at what terms, etc.
The UN also categorizes its members into different stages of socioeconomic
development for the purpose of packaging and implementing appropriate programs
of action for certain target groups. How do these agencies classify countries?
It appears from the following cases that the answer is: with less than state of
the art methods.

B. At the World Bank

The World Bank uses per capita GNP estimates (in US$) extensively to
classify countries into different stages of economic development.   The World
Bank Atlas (1983) has a choropleth map distinguishing countries by their 1980



annual per capita GNP, viz. , less than $360; 360-829; 830-3539; 3540-8269, 8270
and over. The last group consists of industrialized and oil exporting middle
East countries and the second to the last is composed mostly of developing small
island economies plus a few that are generally considered developed (e.g. ,
Netherlands, New Zealand) .   This tends to show the inadequacy of per capita
GNP alone as a basis for describing countries' economies as either developing or
developed.

The 'developing' or 'developed' labels are sometimes eschewed by combining
per capita GNP with -some dominant characteristics of the economies.   Thus the
World Bank's World Development Report (1984) also has a map classifying
countries as either low-income economies, middle-income oil importers, middle-
income oil exporters, high-income oil exporters, industrial -market economies,
and East European non-market economies.  The low-income category pertains to the
developing countries (identified a priori), with the cut-off value set at S410
per capita in 1982.

The World Bank consists of the International Bank for Reconstruction  and
Development    (IBRD)  and   its   affiliate,    the International Development
Association (IDA). A common objective of these institutions is to help raise
living standards in developing areas by channeling financial resources from the
developed to the developing countries (World Bank Annual Report, 1983).
Operationally, the World Bank has to go through an annual exercise of
reclassifying its borrowing member countries as "poor" or "non-poor", with the
idea of graduating those that fall in the latter group to non-borrowing status.
Again, the criterion used is per capita GNP. From the "poor" countries, a per
capita GNP cut-off is used to identify a 'poorest of the poor' subgroup, which
consists of countries that are declared eligible for the soft IDA loans and
long-maturing (20 years) IBRD terms.

C. At the Asian Development Bank (ADB)

ADB also has two lending facilities, namely, the Ordinary Capital
Resources (OCR) and Asian Development Fund (ADF). OCR loans carry 10.25%
interest (as of June 1984), and is payable in 18 years on average including a
grace period of 2-8 years. Except for a It service fee, ADF loans are interest-
free and are payable in 40 years including a 10-year grace period. Only the
poorer among the Bank's 28 developing member countries (DMCS) are given access
to ADF loans. Unlike the World Bank, however, the ADB uses more criteria for ADF
eligibility, including subjective considerations, which allow more flexibility.
These are (ADB, A Review of Arrangements for Lending from the Asian Development
Fund, RIOO-82, Rev. 2, July 1983):

(i) per capita GNP. For 1982-1986 operations, the cut-off point is 1981
estimate not exceeding $580.

(ii) debt repayment capacity. This is a not too easily quantified multi-
dimensional concept   related to a country's development performance
and prospects, levels and rates of savings and investment, growth
and stability of exports, inter-national reserves and outstanding
debt, and debt servicing burden. With per capita GNP somewhat in
excess of $580, a DMC may still be eligible for modest -ADF
financing and conversely, a DMC with per capita GNP lower than $580
need not have access to ADF financing depending on the assessment of
its debt repayment capacity.

(iii) special consideration, e.g., small island DMCs with unique economic
characteristics such as small resource base, high commodity



concentration of erports, limited infrastructure, diseconomies of
scale, etc.

It is not clear how (ii) and (iii) are assessed in practice; however, it is most
likely that their evaluation is done subjectively, with decisions made  on   a
country by country basis. The current classification based on these criteria is
as follows:

Group A (eligible to ADF):

Afghanistan (AFG)1/              Maldives (HLD)
Bangladesh (BAN)                 Nepal (NEP)
Bhutan (BHU)                     Pakistan (PAK)
Burma (BUR)               Solomon Islands (SOL)
Cambodia (CM)                    Sri Lanka (SRI)
Cook Islands (COO)               Tonga (TON)
India (IND)                      Vanuatu (VAN)
Kiribati (KIR)                   Viet Nam (VIE)
Lao P.D.R. (LAO)                 Western Samoa (SAM)

Group B (limited access to ADF):

Indonesia (INO)
Papua New Guinea (PNG)
Philippines (PHI)
Thailand (TRA)

Group C (not eligible to ADF):

Republic of China (CHI)
Fiji (Eli)
Hong Kong (HKG)
Rep. of Korea (KOR)
Malaysia (MAL)
Singapore (SIN)

D. At the United Nations (UN)

The UN classifies countries in various ways for different purposes. For
example, least developed country (LDC) status means the weakest in terms of
certain economic and social criteria: low income, low literacy race and low
share of manufacturing to total output. Every year the Committee on Development
Planning of the Economic and Social Council meets and decides subjectively on
the cut-off points for these three criteria. Those for literacy rate and share
of  manufacturing To GDP have remained constant at less than or equal to 20 per
cent and 10 per cent, respectively.     Per capita GDP (average of three years,
at current market prices), however, had been regularly reset, starting with
(lower-upper limits) in 1970-1972 to $323-$387 in 1978-80. The specification of
a range in the per capita GDP instead of a single cut-off value affords some
flexibility - though it also introduces some degree of subjectivity - in the
classification process.

The benefits of having LDC status include being beneficiary co programs of
action such as preferential trade arrangements and increased and accelerated aid

                                                           
1 The reader may want to take note of these country abbreviations as they will be used repeatedly in the succeeding
chapters.



flow. The current list of UN LDCs includes the following ADB member countries:
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Lao PDR, Maldives, Nepal and Western Samoa.
The applications of Kiribati and Vanuatu for LDC status are pending.

E. Country Risk Monitoring and Assessment by Commercial Banks

With the recent debt crises, the monitoring and assessment of the credit-
worthiness of countries must now be a more urgent concern of the international
banking community. How is this done in practice? The Swiss Bank Corporation's
(1983) approach has as centerpiece a country risk monitor (CM), with a facsimile
shown in Table 2.1. The CRM is intended to show the chronological development of
a country'-s risk situation, based on the levels and changes over time (5 years)
of 20 credit-related indicators, including    7 ratios closely associated with
debt servicing capacity as well as a score for social and political stability
(assessed on a scale from 1 to 10). An additional 'outlook' column for the
coming year is filled with arrows by country specialists to indicate whether the
particular indicator is expected to remain unchanged (     ) , improve (    ) or
worsen (   ) .  Critical levels are assigned to the individual ratios; symbols
(shapes with different degrees of shading) are used in order for users to
readily detect changes in the ratios that warrant increased alertness, e.g. , a
change to a heavier shade signifies an increase in the risk level.

The CRM is supposed to hasten the information 'low between analyst and
decision-maker, and to enable both to interpret each indicator with little
difficulty.       However, the integration of the individual indicators'
messages into a single decision, e.g., lower the risk classification of the
country by one grade, is done subjectively without the aid of objective
procedures.





III. CHOICE OF INDICATORS

We consider here the problem of grouping some of the ADB's borrowing
members on the basis of a set of quantitative indicators of social and economic
development. It is clear from the examples in the previous chapter that, in
order to be acceptable; the set must include per capita GNP. However, per capita
GNP should not be the sole basis for classification for the following reasons:
First, problems of comparability arise from variations in the quality of
developing countries' GNP estimates which are often suspect though not always on
the basis of adequate documentation; converting them to a common numeraire (US$)
often through straightforward use of official exchange rates compounds the
comparability problem. Thus one can seriously question the wisdom of basing
important policies on a single array of highly non-comparable, and some possibly
grossly erroneous values. Second, GNP is a measure of production, not of its
distribution and certainly not of welfare. Hence, GNP or per capita GNP by
itself would be intrinsically inadequate as a classification criterion if the
purpose were to identify recipients of aid programs meant to improve the
distribution of wealth and human welfare. More arguments against GNP and its
derivatives as indicators of development abound. In fact, the dissatisfaction
with these measures led to the search for other approaches to the problem of
measuring development, e.g. the social indicator movement, social accounting
systems and composite indices. The prevailing sentiment, however, is not
substitution, but augmentation of per capita GNP with indicators that capture
some of the distributional and welfare aspects of development (see e.g. Hicks
and Streeten, 1979).

The pool of indicators to choose from is large. The UN Research Institute
for Social Development (UNRISD) 1960 and 1970 data banks of development
indicators had 73 and 100 entries, respectively, with the former not exactly a
subset of the latter. The UN Statistical Office (1977) compiles more.  The World
Bank (1983) lists over 80 while ADB (1984) monitors the values of over 20.
The common sources of such compilations are, of course, the individual countries
whose lists tend to be longer and more varied. Fence, an important step in a
study involving the use of development indicators is the reduction of
dimensionality by choosing a parsimonious subset based on certain criteria.
The process is itself a clustering of the indicators which, however, usually has
no strict mathematical or statistical basis. Often the criteria used reflect the
investigator's judgment of relevance to the purpose for classification. An
extreme example is the World Bank's use of per capita GNP alone as basis for
grouping countries. Morris (1979) proposes a composite index for the 'physical
quality of life' which is a simple average of infant mortality race, life
expectancy at age one and adult literacy rate. In a study to measure and analyze
socio-economic development, McGranahan et al (1977) use several criteria for
selecting 21 'core indicators' out or' 100 in the LTLXRISD data bank, namely,
availability for a sufficient number of countries, intercountry comparability,
data quality,     discriminative power, conceptual and statistical validity, and
avoidance of duplication.

 A few indicators -- life expectancy, infant mortality rate, child death
rate and adult literacy rate -- have withstood years of scientific scrutiny and
continue to be acclaimed as good measures of health, sanitation, nutrition and
education. On the other hand, others that have been compiled for quite some time
have fallen out of favor for various reasons: The number of registered radio
receivers per thousand population was made obsolete by unregistered over the
counter sales of transistor radios; health indicators like population/physician
and population/hospital bed ratios have been superseded by superior 'output'-
oriented indicators such as infant mortality rate; in the case of dwellings with



access to piped water, a change in definition to access to safe water have made
both variables available only for shorter time series; etc.

Data problems could preclude or cast doubt on an indicator. For instance,
income distribution is obviously important but in the few developing countries
where it is available, estimates are often statistically weak and do not as yet
merit serious consideration. To some extent the same can be said about estimates
for the developed countries (McGranahan, 1979). Recently, Hicks and Streeten
(1979) observed from the World Bank data that the correlation of per capita GNP
with seven social indicators -- life expectancy, calorie consumption as per cent
of requirement, infant mortality rate, primary school enrollment ratio, literacy
rate, average persons per room and per cent of dwellings without piped water --
are only 'modest', an indication that the underlying relationships are
essentially non-linear, and hence that the use of per capita GNP as a basic
needs yardstick is open to question. This observation, however, is not borne out
by the correlation obtained from the UNRISD data bank, prompting McGranahan, et
al (1981) to conclude that the former authors' low correlation are largely due
to data inaccuracies which, when corrected, would lead to moderate to strong
correlation. Our findings here with the ADB's DMCS, shown later in this chapter,
support this latter conclusion.

The classification methods that will be used in this study require
complete data, i.e. no missing values. These limit the number of possible
indicators, and especially so since the analysis will cover 1970 and 1980, with
as many DMCs as possible. Starting with the 28 DMCS and over forty indicators, a
process of elimination led to 17 DMCs and 15 indicators with complete data for
1970 and 1980. These are shown in Appendix Table Al (Actually, as noted in the
footnotes of Table Al. three data points had to be estimated from available data
using simple ratio-type estimation).  Following UNRISD categorization, three of
these are indicators of health (life expectancy, infant mortality rate and
access to safe water); four of nutrition and sanitation (calorie supply as per
cent of requirement, daily calorie supply per capita in, calories, daily protein
supply per capita in grams and child death rate2 ); three of education (adult
literacy rate, primary school enrollment ratio and secondary school enrollment
ratio);   two of   industry   (electricity production per capita3 and per cent
of labor force in industry); two of transport and communication services
(passenger cars per 1000 population and newspaper circulation per 1000
population); and one or- general economic (per capita GNP at 1970 constant
prices).

We use the correlation matrices and average correlations of these 15
variables, shown separately for 1970 and 19.80 in Appendix Table A2, to try
further reduction in dimensionality.

Note that (2) life expectanc7, (3) infant mortality rate and (4) child
death rate are mutually highly correlated, with average correlations (simple
averages of 1970 and 1980 values)

r2,3  = -.98
                                                           
2 Child death rate can also be viewed as a health indicator, but some investigators would go as far as claiming it to be
the best nutrition indicator.
3 We had a reasons for choosing this over the more popular energy consumption per capita in kg. Of coal equivalent.
We noticed large differences in the values of the latter given in World Bank, UNSO, UNRISD and country
publications. This undoubtedly is due largely to the arduous process of estimating, in a common numeraire, the
consumption from all the different energy sources. Moreover, one could argue also that electricity consumption per
capita is, in some sense, better than production per capita; the first  of these, however, is available in a few countries
only.



r2,4  = -.94
 and  r3,4  = -.96

Deleting one or two of these indicators will partially eliminate
redundancy or collinearity in the remaining subset. We prefer to drop infant
mortality only, because child death rate is considered by many as a broader
indicator not only of health but of nutrition and sanitation as well. Life
expectancy cannot be seriously considered for deletion, it being derived
functionally from all mortality rates, including infant and child death rates,
so that it is the broadest of the three and quite possibly the single most
important indicator   of socioeconomic development.

We are not seriously proposing the inclusion of calorie supply per capita
both as per cent of requirement and in calories per day (and also primary and
secondary school enrollment ratios). The intention for their inclusion in Table
A2 is to illustrate some of the possible approaches in choosing between such
types of alternatives. For this purpose, the indicator quality-correlation level
relationship observed empirically with the UNRISD data bank by McGranahan et al
(1977) is sometimes useful, namely, that technically superior indicators tend to
exhibit the highest correlations on average with other indicators. A possible
conceptual explanation could be found in a factor analytic framework: Good
indicators must have a strong commonality, i.e., they all try to measure the
same thing. On the other hand, inferior, indicators could be measuring, if at
all, specific factors or aspects of development.

Thus, between primary and ' secondary enrollment ratios, the obvious
choice to drop is the former in view of its lower correlation with many of the
indicators, especially per capita GNP. It may also be said that it has less
discriminative power than secondary enrollment ratio.  On the other hand, it is
not clear from the correlations that calorie supply per capita as per cent of
requirement is superior to calorie supply per capita in calories. We retain the
latter in view of its simpler derivation and ready availability from an
international source (viz. the Food    ' and Agriculture Organization).
Furthermore, between protein supply per capita and calorie supply per capita, we
drop the former in view of its lower correlations with some of the indicators,
particularly child death rate, literacy rate and secondary enrollment ratio.

The final set consists of the following 11 key indicators whose individual
and average correlations are shown in Table 3.1:

General economic
1.  Per capita GNP, in 1970 US dollars

Health
2.  Life expectancy at birth, in years
3.  Access to safe water, in per cent of population

Nutrition
4. Child death rate per thousand in ages 1-4 years 5.  Calorie supply per 
capita, in calories

Education
6.  Adult literacy rate, in per cent
7.  Secondary enrollment ratio, in per cent

Consumption
8.  Passenger cars per thousand population



9.  Newspaper circulation per thousand population

Industry
10.  Per cent of labor 4@:orce in industry (L.71)
11.  Electricity production per capita, in kilowatt-hours

It may be noted that the average correlations of each indicator with other
ten are all above 0.5, with the majority reaching O.7O and over. In particular,
per capita GNP exhibits estimates beyond 0.70.

We close the chapter with cautionary notes on the interpretation and use
of these correlations. The presence of a considerable range of values -- from
.34 to .97 (in    absolute values) -- does not necessarily mean that statistical
tests can be applied to weed out those that fail to appear significantly
different from zero. A more fruitful approach would be to establish some
connection between the correlation estimates and conjectures, be they empirical
or conceptual, in regard to the underlying true functional relationships among
these indicators.  For instance, when the indicators are allowed to assume their
full range of values, as in the UNRISD data banks that include both developed
and developing countries, McGranahan et.al. (1977) have observed   three
distinct types of  functional relationships -- exponential, linear and sigmoid.
The first of these  is most frequently exhibited by the scatter plots of per
capita indicators versus indicators expressed in their original unit of measure.
An example is per capita Gt4P versus life expectancy; even the scatter diagram
from the 17 DMCs only shows a strong exponential trend, as seen in Figure 3.1.
It is immediately obvious that addition of advanced countries to the sample will
accentuate the exponential relationship and will result in a lower correlation
value. Likewise, a sample consisting of countries within a narrow range of per
capita GNP values, e.g. the middle countries only, may fail to capture not only
the exponential but also any linear trend and would have a similar effect on the
correlation coefficient.  On the other hand, a sample consisting of low and high
income countries only will not show the underlying exponential relationship but
will in fact produce a spuriously high correlation value.

The relationship between indicators expressed in original units of
measurement and percentages or ratios sometimes shows s-shaped curvatures, e.g.
life expectancy at birth in years versus primary school- enrollment ratio.
Strong linear trends are sometimes observed in plots of per capita by per capita
indicators, e.g. per capita GNP by per capita electricity production. In all
cases, however, the correlation coefficient estimate should be interpreted with
care as this can be strongly influenced by the composition of the sample and of
a few 'outliers', e.g. oil-rich countries with per capita GNP rivalling those of
the industrial economies but with social indicators that put them in the
category of the developing countries.







IV. CLASSIFICATION BY MATHEMATICAL-STATISTICAL METHODS

A. Cluster Analysis

1. Data transformation

The need to transform  the data in some way prior to clustering depends
very much on the units of the indicators. It may be superfluous if all are
expressed in the same unit, say per cent (which is itself a transformation).
Some standardization is obviously required when the indicators are in per cent,
dollars, years, calories, etc.  The usual recommendation, to standardize to zero
mean and unit variance, is followed here. However, it may be contended that this
is taking things too far for the sake of standardization. Hence, we also try to
compare the results of two other transformations, namely, applying cluster
analysis an the original values divided by their standard deviation (for each
variable) and on the original values divided by their maximum. In both cases the
data are transformed into unitless values. The former transforms the indicator
values to unit variance and mean equal to the reciprocal of the coefficient of
variation and the latter forces all the indicators to have maximum value one.

A  related consideration is whether or not to differentially weight the
variables in order to reflect their unequal importance in the subsequent-
analysis. For instance, it may be argued that per capita OP should have more
weight than per capita electricity production; it should in fact perhaps have
the most weight among the eleven indicators. Weighting involves two steps:
ranking the variables according to importance and then assigning positive
weights. In the end, both steps can only be based on intuitive and subjective
judgment by the investigator, thus making the subject highly controversial.
Some writers do not necessarily regard the sacrifice of objectivity for
practical significance as bad (see e.g. Morrison, 1967). As far as cluster
analysis is concerned, however, the prevailing opinion seems to be against any
weighting other than whatever is built intrinsically into the similarity or
distance measure, D(x) . Weighting per capita GNP too heavily, for example, may
produce results not very different from classifications based on the indicator
alone. Indeed there is a risk that intuitively based weights may simply reflect
the more obvious classifications, in which case the potentially important
groupings based on more complex multivariate structural relationships may fail
to emerge from the exercise.

In this chapter the transformed values of the indicators are used directly
without any weights.





In practice it is generally recommended that several methods be tried on
the same data as a precaution against being waylaid by the drawbacks of one
particular method; similar outcomes could be indicative of the stability of the
results. Likewise, being exploratory in nature, cluster analysis is seldom used
alone but in connection with other supporting or cross-validating procedures.

3. Results, their probable interpretation and use

All combinations of the 3 transformations and 3 methods were tried on the
17 DMCs' data, giving rise to 9 dandrograms for each of 1970 and   1980.    As
an example, the outputs from Ward's method with standardized (0,1) values of the
11 indicators as inputs are shown in Figure 4.1. Of course, the different
combinations cannot be expected to have identical outcomes. However, for our
purpose, it is sufficient to have reasonable agreement in the k - 3 or at most k
- 4 main clusters to have some confidence in accepting the results to be of
practical relevance.

The choice of transformation to use turned out to be academic since for
every method and for every year, the three transformations resulted in identical
dendrograms up to and including k - 3 main clusters (and also' including k - 4
except in the case of Ward's method which gave slightly different results with
the transformation xij /max{ xij }) Our analysis therefore can be based on any
one, e.g. the standardized (0,1) transformation.

With standardized (0,1) values as input, the centroid and average linkage
methods, which both use squared Euclidean distances as similarity measures,
produce identical dendrograms for 1980 and also the same results up to and
including k - 5 main clusters for 1970 (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3). The 1970
results, however, are not very revealing; for k - 2 the 'outliers' Hong Kong and
Singapore form one cluster and the remaining 15 are lumped into a second.
Exploring further up the tree diagram at k - 3 does not help since the two
former countries are simply separated further into two clusters. The 1970
results from Ward's method seem to provide more insight.  At the same time the
1980 dendrograms of all three methods give identical clusters for the more
interesting k - 3 and 4.

Thus, the remaining discussion in this section will be based on the
results from Ward's method (Figure 4.1).













Called principal components. The mathematics for doing this is a straightforward
technique of solving the 11th degree polynomial equation, r-λI=0 where r is
the correlation matrix of the x’s, and λis a root (or eigenvalue). The



coefficients (aI,1 , aI,2 , …, aI,11 ) of zI turn out to be the elements of the
eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue λi ,I-1, 2,…,11 (for details, see
e.g., Morrison, 1976). Certain properties of the z’s make them useful analytical
tools:

(i)   The z's are scaled to have variances equal to their corresponding
eigenvalues. Z1 has largest possible Variance λ1 of any linear
function of the x’s; Z2  has largest possible variance λ2 subject
being uncorrelated with z1; etc. The sum of the variances ΣλI=Var(Σzi),
can be interpreted as total variation multivariate system. Hence, λ1

/ΣλI is the proportion of the total variation attributable to the
first principal component z1 ,( λ1 + λ2) /ΣλI to the first two, etc.
Thus, if it turns out that the first few principal components
account for most of the total system variation, the investigator may
choose to ignore     the   remaining components, thereby greatly
reducing the dimensionality of the system.

(ii) The coefficients (aI,1 , aI,2 , …, aI,11 ) may give a clue to the
relationship between z1 and indicators (x1 , x2 , …, x11 ) hence to the
interpretation of the former.

(iii) Unlike cluster analysis whose results by themselves are uninformative
about the countries' comparative stages of development, z1 scores can
be computed for each country and these can be plotted on a z1 line.
Likewise,     the scatter plot of the first two principal component
scores an (z1, z2) coordinate axes could help shed more insight on the
original multivariate system as well as on the cluster analysis
results.

Being an exploratory method, it goes without saying that, whether or not these
potential analytical uses of principal components could be realized will not be
known until the numerical results are seen.

2. Numerical results

The coefficients of the first three principal components are given in
Table 4. 1. Note that (-1) (child death rate) is used in the analysis, so that
all 11 indicators will have positive correlations among each other. The same
general conclusions can be drawn from the 1970 and 1980 outcomes.  For instance,
z1    I and z2 together account for about 85 per cent of the total system
variati5n; this value may be considered sufficient for many purposes, so that
the first two principal components may  bring out the essential characterictics
of  the bi-multivariate system. Adding z3 increases the attributable variation
to 90 per cent.

There is remarkable concordance between the 19-0 and 1980 z1 coefficients,
both in their values and sign.     This speaks well for a consistent first
component interpretation.    The 1980 first principal component,



z1 = 0.32 (GNP*) + 0.32 (Life expectancy*) + ... + 0.29 (-child death rate*)

(with the * signifying standardized values) , accounts for close to three-
fourths of the total variation.    Note also that its coefficients are almost
equal and have the same sign. Thus, z1 can be interpreted as a measure of a
country's 'average' or 'overalls  stage of development. In fact, when its values
or scores (shown in Table 4.2) are plotted along a line, as in Figure 4.4, the
17 DMCs arrange themselves in a sequence that reflect very closely the previous
cluster analysis results. Moreover, the gaps between the points provide visual
images of the differences between the countries' levels of development.
Singapore and Hong Kong appear far ahead of the rest of the group, with the
Republic of China moving closer in 1980. At the other extreme are Afghanistan
and Nepal which appear to deserve special mention and perhaps special attention.
In between, Thailand moved from a 1970 position midway between the second left-
most group and the group comprising the Philippines and Sri Lanka, to a place
closer to the latter group 10 years later; the some can be said about Malaysia
in relation to the Philippines and Sri Lanka on the one hand and Fiji., the
Republic of Korea and the Republic of China on the other hand.

A comparison of the z1 and per capita GNP ranks of the DMCs (Figure 4.4)
shows a few inversions, most notably Sri Lanka. Also, the 'development gap',
between certain groups of countries, such as Singapore and Hong Kong relative to
the rest, gets more accentuated when reckoned through per capita GNP. This is
another way of saving that per capita GNP exhibits a more skewed distribution
that z1.

The interpretation of z2  is not as straightforward as that of z1. There
is, however, a Similar pattern between the 1970 and 1980 scores, their rank
correlation being 0.89 (which is significant at the 0.01 probability level).
Again, we examine its coefficients for clues (Table 4.1).   It is seen that the
coefficients of per capita calorie supply and access to safe water are
negligible relative to the others. Of the remaining indicators, a subset (per
capita GNP, per capita electricity production, passenger cars per thousand and
per cent of labor force in industry) has negative coefficients and the others
(life expectancy, literacy rate, secondary enrollment and -child death rate)
have positive coefficients.     Note that the first group consists of general
economic and structural (for want of a better phrase) indicators and the second
has to do with basic needs - health, education and nutrition.  Thus, z2 may be
viewed as a contrast or comparison between economic and basic needs indicators.
However, the contrast translates





into a quadratic. not linear, trend among the countries’ z1 scores. The
underdeveloped (e.g. Afghanistan, Nepal) and more developed (Hong Kong,
Singapore.) among the DMCs both get low scores, while countries midway through
the 'development spectrum' (viz, Thailand, Philippines, Sri Lanka) have high
scores.   This can be seen from Table 4.2, and more clearly in the (zip z2)
scatter plots in Figure 4.5.    (In these graphs the z1   and z2    axes are
scaled proportionately to their variances respectively). The (z1 , z2) points
clearly define a quadratic or parabolic curve.   Note also that the country
classifications found earlier in cluster analysis are easily identifiable in
these graphs.

C. Sensitivity of Solutions to Changes in the Number of Variables

What classifications will emerge out of a smaller, or bigger, set of
indicators?  Theory does not provide explicit answers.      Some algorithms are
more or less affected than others depending on how the similarity measures
relate functionally with the number of variables and the relationship among the
retained and deleted (or added) ones. In practice, answers for specific
situations are sought empirically.

What if child death rate, which correlates very highly (r=-.94) with life
expectancy, were deleted and Ward's method were applied to the remaining 10
indicators?     Although the resulting tree diagrams were not identical to those
obtained earlier (Figure 4.1), the same clusters were observed up to and
including k-4 for both years. On the other hand, when three indicators -- infant
mortality, rate, primat7 school enrolment rate and-daily per capita protein
supply - were added to the original 11, the same clusters (as in Figure 4.1)
were observed up to and including k-3 and k-4 for 1970 and 1980, respectively.
Thus, the two alternative sets of indicators lead to the same results and
conclusions discussed in section (IV.A.3).

Next, principal components were computed for the p=10 and p=14 indicators
described above.  In each case, the first two principal components' z1 and z2,
land to the same interpretation as when p=11. This can be seen by comparing the
z1 scores of the countries for different p's:   The z1 x z1 plots follow very
closely a  45' line, with almost perfect correlations (Figure 4.6a). The z2 x z2.
plots behave almost identically, with correlations ranging from 0.97 to 0.99
(Figure 4.6b).











V. VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

In cluster analysis there is no direct nor easv way to link the tree
diagram to the variables; hence one could lose sight of the peculiarities and
patterns in the latter's values. Likewise, one will not always be fortunate to
be able to reduce the dimensionality of the system to the first few principal
components: even happens, there is still no guarantee that the eigenvector
elements will arrange themselves in such a way that the z's can be interpreted
meaningfully as functions of the x's.

Two graphical methods of viewing the indicators' values directly and
simultaneously are presented in this chapter. Their advantages and disadvantages
as tools for informal but quick clustering of the DMCs and for monitoring and
assessing development are also explored.

B. Starchart Representations

A p-variate observation can be represented by a polygon of as many sides
or vertices in two ways. p equidistant points around a circle's circumference
are assigned to the variables and the length of each variable (suitably
transformed) is projected towards the center of the circle, forming a glyph. The
and-points of these projections can be connected by straight lines, forming a p-
sided polygon. Conversely, the projections can emanate from the center of the
circle towards the p points on the circumference; connecting the and-po4-nts
produces a star or start chart such as the one in Figure 1.2.

The star charts shown here are drawn by the GCHARJI procedure in the
SAS/GRAPH (1981)   package.    From conceptual and empirical consideration of
the maximum possible values of the indicators, these are transformed such that
the resulting star charts can be inscribed in a unit circle, as follows:

A. Per capita GIIP/3000
B. Life expectancy at birth/80
C. % access to safe water/100
D. 1 - (child death rate/65)

E. (calories per capita per day - 1700)/1300
F. % adult literacy/100

G. % secondar7 enrollment rate/1000
H. % labor force in industry/60

I.   Electricity production per capita/3000

J.   Daily newspaper circulation per 1000 persons/500
K. Passenger cars per 1000 persons/75



















for a more perceptive comparison and discrimination between faces. Per capita
GNP and calorie supply are assigned to face height and width, respectiely, so
that the more developed countries will on the average have bigger facial
representations than the less developed ones. Life a expectancy and access to
safe water are assigned to nose length and width so that, given the positive
correlations among the indicators, a bigger nose can be accommodated
aesthetically in a proportionately bigger face. An upswept mouth signifies a low
child death race, with the length of the mouth directly proportional to the
percentage of the labor force in industry.  Eye size and (upward) slant increase
with per capita electricity production and passenger cars per thousand, while
newspaper circulation per thousand determines the pupil position (from left to
right).   Eyebrow length and angle are assigned to literacy rate and secondary
enrolment ratio, respectively. The remaining nine facial features are each drawn
based on a constant (default) value.

The 1970 and 1980 facial representations of the 17 countries are shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, in a sequence (from top-left to bottom-right)
following the ranks of the f4-rst principal component (z1) scores. Note that the
faces arrange themselves precisely from small to large; from little droopy eyes
and brows to big and long upwardly tilted features; from short to long noses;
and from downswept lips to a smile. In initial trials with unlabelled but coded
faces, colleagues in the office had little difficulty arranging these in more or
less the same sequence.  Like in the case of star charts, however, the difficult
part was in forming clusters, especially in choosing k and in setting the
boundaries between clusters. Also, like star charts, it is possible to
concentrate an subsets of the data by focusing attention on the corresponding
features. The noses, for instance, exhibit the really much shorter life
expectancies in the South Asian DMCS; the mouth lengths show clearly that Hong
Kong's LEI is higher than Singapore's; etc.  On the other hand, Pakistan's mouth
(in both years) appears disproportionately wide in relation to the rest of the
facial features. (This brings to mind an unrelated but important potential
application for faces -- screening and validation of voluminous data. The task
can be reduced to spotting "strangers" among faces flashed on a video terminal).
Unlike star charts, however, Chernoff faces reduced well, maintaining legibility
of the individual features even when the size of a finger nail.   This permits
simultaneous display of more observations. They can be used as points in two-
dimensional plots, like replacing the first two principal component scores (z1 ,
z2) , shown in Figure 4.5, with the countries' facial representations.
The results, given in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 (this time with equal scales on both
axes to accommodate the faces), to quote Tufte (1983, p.142), "...would appear
to have reached the limit of graphical economy of presentation. 4-=aginat4-on
and, let it be admitted, eccentricity".      Be that as it may, the face-plots
can be very useful visual devices for clustering.







An experiment

The technique for drawing the faces and the actual assignments given in
Table 5.2 were explained to a group of 21 trainees of a recent course4.   Each
was then shown the plotted faces in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 (without the country
labels) and was asked to answer in about five minutes how many groups he thought
there were. The numbers given ranged from 2 to 10 with no distinctive modal
value. Hence, at least in these particular cases, faces do not appear to be
particularly effective in determining the number of clusters.

Next the number of groups, k=4, was specified and the trainees were given
10 minutes to form the groups in each of Figures 5.7 and 5.8, with no
restriction in the number of members in a group. A summary of the results is
shown in Table 5.3.      There are some differences as well as similarities
between the clusters based on the modal groups to which the countries fall and
those from Ward's method (see Figures 5.9 and 5.10).  With visual clustering it
is expected that nearby faces set: apart from the others will be classified as
one group. However, with mathematical methods there is no assurance that this
will happen; see e.g. the case of Hong Kong and Singapore in 1970 which were
visually classified as group IV although Ward's method put them in separate
clusters each of size one.      There can also be ties (see India, 1970) when
more than one person is doing the clustering and a concensus is being sought, as
in putting the country to the group it is most Frequently assigned.

It seems odd initially that the majority of the trainees assigned PNG
(1980)     to group 11 while its (graphically) nearest neighbors, namely, the
South Asian DMCS, constituted group 1. On closer examination, it is seen that
PNG shares a distinctive feature - a smile - with the other group 11 DMCS, while
the South Asian countries all have either horizontal or downswept lips. Thus
visual clustering can be very dependent on a few, in this case one, of the
features only (i.e. there is  differential but      unknown weighting of
the variables).       This phenomenon brings -to the fore the process with which
the human mind perceives and analyzes visual stimuli, of which little is known.
'Would results change significantly with different permutations of the facial
feature - variable assignments and with modifications in the ranges of the
values?     An answer to this question would require extensive experimentation
beyond the intended scope of the present paper.

                                                           
4 This was a training course on social indicators sponsored by the UNICEF and Development Academy of the Phil-
ippines,   from 21 January, to 23 February 1985.       The trainees were social scientists and statisticians from eight
Asian countries, with academic backgrounds ranging from bachelors to doctorate degrees.
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